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I would have to describe competing in the Belly Dancer of the Year
Pageant like riding a very exciting roller coaster. WHAT A RUSH!!
Just like waiting in those long three hour lines to get on that ride,
preparing for the competition can be just as grueling. The hours put into
preparation is amazing. Practicing twice a week for a least two hours each
time. Going over, and over again not only the choreography, but the details. For
instance, is the hand facing the audience, or away? Is the hand closed tight or
soft? What angle will we hold our wings at? Whew, I’m exhausted just thinking
about it again! Costume fittings and even more fittings. Tanning, nails, hair
and make up. All that preparing then before you know it you are called to go
back stage. Now you’re staring
face to face with that roller
coaster, and you know you’re
just about to go on. Then you
hear your music start, and your
tummy does a somersault, then
swoosh, yee ha, you’re having
the time of your life, then it’s
over in the blink of an eye.
As a troupe we were
thrilled with our placing. We
were honored by so many
kind words from friends and
competitors alike. We met new
people, and found out what
we were made of. It was a
wonderful experience and I’m
so blessed to have shared it

• Upcoming events
• Competition schedule
• RAKS things to do
• Survival tips
• Practice schedule
• Booking info

Lessons, Dancer Supplies
Professional Entertainers
1235 Boulevard Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
925.937.7852
www.bellydc.com
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Letter to the Troupe
by Iman
Whew! We just finished our 2008 competition season, and what an amazing job
everyone did. It’s actually hard to put into words all the preparation that is involved in
getting ready for competition, so here is a quick list to remind us what is in store for
2009.

Countdown for Competition
10. Listening to hundreds of songs in search for memorable music.
9. Creating the perfect choreography, and trying to figure out how to create
something new and fresh.
8. Months of practice to perfect and synchronize all the hands, head and hip
movements in perfect unison.
7. Getting costumes fitted so they are perfectly right.
6. More practice! On gym mats, on grass, on woods and rugs... fighting with props in the wind.
5. Selecting and making the perfect accessories -- jewelry, hair accessories, costume accents.
4. Getting our competition skin on -- self tanners, tanning beds, fake tans.
3. More practice. In front of assorted animals and people. When you get a “Wow” you know your on the right
track.
2. The makeup. Need a MINIMUM of a 2.5 hours to get all the matching make up put on and get dressed.
1. The competition. Big smiles, heads held high, bronzed, red matching toe nails and lots of pride.
The pressure was intense for the Bellydancer of the Year Pageant competition -- we wanted to make Leea proud
of us, and boy did we pull out all the stops. I know we were all busting with pride when we actually received the
2nd runner up trophy. I think the best accolades came from the winning troupe who let us know over and over
again that we should have won. We all joined Raks A’Diva for the friendship and the fun, but we also joined
because we love pushing our dancing and doing our best. I personally loved the time we spent together in Santa
Cruz sea kayaking -- my favorite moment came after Rafiqua’s comment as we were paddling out.... “Iman you
OWE me” changed within minutes to “OH MY GOD, JELLY FISH !” Bellydance has opened up so many doors
for all of us and made us grow in ways we never expected. We got rave reviews from students and parents for
the 2008 Acalanes Senior Prom, and our Rak’s night at El Morocco generated a very quick repeat performance!
We’re all getting ready for our Raks Cruise 2008 -- PARTY!!! As a professional troupe, we’re now trying to inspire
others in our dance and have a big year ahead of us. More than anything else it’s the shared memories we’ll keep
in our hearts forever -- and what an amazing group of women to share them with.
~Iman
PS:

Top 10 Things Overheard in the dressing room at Bellydancer of the Year.
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.
2

Oh my god, my ‘puffers’ are missing!
How do you say “oh crap’ in Arabic?
I need at least 30 more safety pins or I’ll be flashing everyone.
You said pink nail polish.....I swear you did!!!
Don’t turn around ... I think that girl is a guy.
I swear her underwear said “bite me”.
I’ve totally forgot what we were suppose to do.
I didn’t know you could put tattoos there!
I’m loopy from all the spinning.
If we get dressed really quickly, maybe they won’t notice we’re wearing the same thing!
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RAKS your socks off TIPS & TRICKS ~ by Leea Aziz
Small Business
When someone makes a comment about Belly Dance! being a small business, I usually respond
in a cutesy manner that we do not qualify as a small business, but only as an itty-bitty business. And then
reflecting upon the comment, there is really a difference between a small business and an even smaller
business. The main difference is the wonderful help of friends and family.
An itty-bitty business is dealing with an overhead of rent, insurance, advertising, etc. that usually
leaves a smaller absolute dollar amount remaining than for a larger business and it does not allow for
much if any profit. So how does such a business stay in business? Through the efforts of alot more
people than just the owner.
So, thank you all for giving up a whole weekend plus to make the Belly Dancer of the Year
Pageant happen. Thank you for drawing on the knowledge from your day profession to contribute to the
running of Belly Dance! Thank you for writing your own receipts for class fees, for leaving class to answer
the phone…………
For all the efforts, big and small, of family, friends and students, I thank you. It is through such
support that itty-bitty businesses such as ours stay in business.
~Leea

• Heads up RAKS •
Salena, the Queen of Beautiful Costumes is selling a costume!
“This is a phenomenal deal; when we bought these for the troupe we spent
over $500, and then bought an additional skirt/veil set for about $100. I’ve
worn it about 4 times. (once for pictures)”

Blue/Gold Topkapi set, sparkly w/TWO skirts, veils, $195!

SOLD

Mix and Match skirts/accessories with this costume ensemble;
The Bra is a 34 B/C
The Belt is in two pieces, currently set at the maximum of 38”. It’s beautifully beaded, the accents are primarily gold, but there are also silver beads,
so it’s a lovely match with just about any jewelry, skin tone, hair color, etc.
The costume sale would include the Bra, Belt, matching velvet skirt with
chiffon inserts and beaded sequin trim, neck piece, wrist cuffs, matching
veil with beaded sequin trim....
AND a second skirt/veil combo! which is a two-tiered matching blue chiffon
circle skirt and veil. This set is brand new, it still has the tag on it!
ALL of the above price REDUCED to $195
for more info: salenaraks@comcast.net

!
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The Incredible Evening with Big Al DiPrima
OK, so this is how the story goes. One day I said
to my husband Al “I’d really like to have the ladies over
for dinner sometime.” And he said “What are you planning
to make?” Then I said “Oh, I don’t know.” Before I knew
it, there my husband was planning the whole menu and
deciding to take on the whole project. Let me describe
my husband to you.....He is a handsome, stocky, rough
looking, tattooed Italian. He looks like he would park a
Harley Motorcycle in the living room. But my man loves
to watch the cooking channel, and really gets inspired by
Bobby Flay, so watch out when he gets his mind set on
entertaining.
It was a hot day when the gals came over. In
attendance was Le’ Ana (formerly known as Alena) and her baby Alyssa, Zamon,
Majah (formerly known as Shakila) and myself. Zamon was the first to arrive
and her and I started the evening with some very refreshing Sangria. I think we
had about four glasses each by the time everyone else arrived. My husband
started us out with grilled Elk sausages. Now if you have never had Elk, let me
tell you it is not gamey at all, but tastes very much like beef. We chatted over
the Elk sausages for a while, then on comes the first course. Al brings each of
us an heirloom tomato stack with a side of grilled scallop wrapped in bacon.
The tomato stack is slices of different varieties of heirloom tomatoes, a slice of
prosciutto, a slice of fresh mozzarella, fresh basil, topped with grated dry ricotta.
The next course was a grilled caesar salad....yes I said grilled! Basically what
Al does is slice a head of Roman lettuce down the length, then brushes it with
olive oil. He then places the lettuce on a hot grill only long enough to get grill
marks on the lettuce, and give it a smoky flavor. The lettuce is promptly put in a
refrigerator to cool. The dressing is a recipe I got from a good friend of ours that is
to die for! On top of that goes some thickly shaved parmesan and some crunchy
croutons. The next course is a light pasta with a fresh chopped tomato, garlic,
basil and salt and pepper. Along with the pasta Al served a tri-tip that he smoked
in pecan wood. It had amazing flavor! We finished off the meal with coffee and
a lovely dessert which was a little coffee mug made entirely of chocolate, filled
with tiramasu and little chocolate straws sticking out of it. Along with that was a
little chocolate gonache topped with a fresh berry, all garnished with the fresh
mint Al is growing in his garden. We ended the evening
watching previous Pageant video tapes and sipping on
the famous homemade DiPrima Limoncello.
It was a wonderful evening with my friends topped
off by my wonderful husband who was so cute that
evening, feeling very proud of himself every time we
oooo’d and ahhhh’d over each dish he surprised us
with. I am very proud of him too!
~Rafiqua
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Pageant 2008 continued

with such an incredibly talented group of ladies in
RAKS A’DIVA. Some of us wanted to place, and some
of us wanted to entertain. I feel we accomplished
both. We were fortunate enough to have help from
both Ahava and Tabitha, who choreographed our killer
wings and drum routines, and had an awesome sword
routine in between. Our placing reflected the quality of
all of their talents.
So what does RAKS A”DIVA have up our
sleeves for next years pageant? HA HA, you’ll just
have to wait and see! I do know it will be different
and exciting, with a few goals in mind. To place and
to entertain. I can’t wait for the next ride......but oh that
long line!!!!!
~Rafiqua
PS: See page 7 for Score Sheets

The Adventures of Iman
at El Morocco Part II
Just got back from El Morocco, where I
had a very interesting costume malfunction. In my
first set, I was just starting my second dance, and
realized that one of
my straps had totally
unhooked, and my
right bra was starting
to migrate down to
the danger zone. My
husband was there,
and noticed that I
was in trouble, and
came up behind me
to re-hook everything,
right in the middle
of the dance floor.
Well I had to strike a
pose, and hold it for
over a minute and
a half because he couldn’t find the darn hook!!!!
I thought I was going to die. Anyway, I guess out
of sympathy, just about everyone there got up to
dance with me....so I guess if people feel sorry
enough for you, they’ll join the dance.

~Iman
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DID YOU KNOW?
by Majah
A Raqs Sharqi dance routine is made up of varying rhythms
and melodies. In order to dance in a meaningful way, it is essential to
understand some of the meanings, origins, and structures of these
rhythms.
A couple ways to help understand the structures of the rhythms,
is by picking out where the “doums”, or the main beats fall, and to
know how many beats there are in a measure. Here are a few of
the popular rhythms and melodies that make up a dance routine.
The Malfouf is a 2/4 rhythm. In Arabic Malfouf means “wrapped” ~ the
rhythm goes around and is syncopated, which gives it a relaxed and rolling feel. Often, there will be a doum
doum pop after every 3 rounds, which the dancer can catch with accents. The Malfouf is a rhythm often
used as an entrance or an exit piece, as it is quick and light.
Balady in Arabic means “of the country” and implies folklore and the expression of a people about their
culture. Balady by nature is organic and earthy. This rhythm remains a living tradition, which is responsive
to social change and contemporary influences. Soulful and sultry, Balady is a 4/4 rhythm and the doums
are on 1,2, and 5. Balady often follows the malfouf, contrasting the flurry of movement in the entrance with
a more stationary, languorous step.
The Maksoum rhythm is in the same family as Balady, but there are less doums, which makes it lighter and
faster. It is an upbeat rhythm and good for showing off some serious hip work, alternating stationary
movements with lively traveling steps. The Maksoum is a common rhythm used in folk, pop, and other
types of belly dance. It is a 4/4 rhythm, and the doums are on 1 and 5.
The Chiftitelli is a Turkish rhythm, which is slow, hypnotic, and sensuous. It is a 4/8 rhythm with the doums
on 1, 5, and 6. There is a distinctive rest on the eighth beat, which gives it a soft and relaxed feel. When
the dancer and drummer both freeze on the final eighth beat, the effect is stunning. This rhythm is good for
using props like veil, candles and sword.
The Taqsim is also a slow and hypnotic part of the dance, where a single instrument plays a melodic,
improvisational solo. Often times, the softly flowing Chiftitelli rhythm will play in the background of a taqsim.
The Taqsim is good for floor work, undulations, and balancing. Alternating slow snaky movements with
small shimmies and freezes is a nice effect.
The Saidi rhythm is a variation of the Balady, but there is an extra doum, which makes it heavier and
more earthy. It is a 4/4 rhythm, and the doums are on 1,2, 4, And 5. The Saidi dance is lively, energetic,
and powerful. It originated in the Said region of Upper Egypt (which is in the southern part of Egypt). Saidi
started as a men’s stick dance, “Raqs Tahtib”, which depicts a dance of combat. The women’s version is
the cane dance, “Raqs al Assaya”, which is more feminine and graceful.
The Drum Solo, for many, is the most exciting part of a Raqs Sharqi routine. It is intense as the dancer gives
continued on page 7
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DID YOU KNOW? - CONTINUED
it her all and shows off her powerful shimmies and
accented isolations. The pieces of the drum solo,
which are often improvised, are played 2-4 times
in a row to help the dancer have a better chance of
catching the accents.
The Masmoudi is a 4/8 rhythm. It is a cycle of two
counts of eight, where the doums fall on 1 and 3
in the 1st eight count, and on 1 in the 2nd eight
count. The dancer has lots of various ways to
creatively interpret this rhythm.
The Ayoub, also called the Zar, is known as the
most spiritually powerful of the middle eastern
rhythms. The 2/4 beat is a simple rhythm, but the
energy of the pounding doums induce a hypnotic
and trance like feel. This rhythm is used for
some religious ceremonies in the middle east. For
belly dancers, this rhythm is good for wild head
motions, and other trance like movements, such
as repetitions and spinning, etc. It often starts slow
and speeds up into a frenzy, which makes it a
good choice for an ending piece.
Knowing the rhythms of a Raqs Sharqi dance
routine is an important part of becoming a good
dancer. Moreover, this will help the dancer’s
proficiency with using her finger cymbals (that,
and much practice!). By knowing the names of
frequently used rhythms, the dancer will be able to
communicate more clearly with her accompanying
musicians, which they will appreciate. When a
belly dancer is able to recognize changes in the
rhythm of her
music, she brings
variety to the
performance and
is able to express
the
excitement
within the music.
~Majah

summer 2008

Competition Score Sheets

BellyDancer of the Year
Overall Scores --12 Judges
All judges award winning professional dancers or teachers
--high and low scores thrown out...this is the average of
remaining.
Appearance 8.3
Choreography 8.3
Originality 7.75
Precision Dancing: 8.6
Professionalism 8.5
Total Troup Performance 8.3
Comments:
Great piece, creative & mesmerising. Very entertaining
and showy. Great unison! Nice use of stage & formations.
Wonderful precision. Great job! Great, fun presence -- all
seemed to be enjoying themselves a lot. Nice transitions.
Great job girls! Good choreography, nice transitions.
Mesmerizing yet not boring!!! Yeah! Belly Dancing!
Spectacular entry/ tight group. I liked it a lot. Nice unified look.
Some facial expressions looked forced. Would like to see
more feeling put into the moves.

Double Crown
Overall Scores -- 4 Judges
All judges were vendors at the event -- all scores kept.
Appearance: 8.5
Entertainment Ability: 7.75
Dance Ability: 7
Musical Interpretation: 8.25
Precision & Choreography: 8
Overall Scores throwing out low score (one judge hated us!)
Appearance: 9
Entertainment Ability: 9
Dance Ability: 8.8
Musical Interpretation: 8.6
Precision & Choreography: 8.3
Very nice use of stage & formation changes. Excellent well
timed Isis Wing entrace -- good transition to drop the wings.
Work on timing synchronization -- generally very good. Nice
shimmies with accents. Most relaxed, elegant & interesting
troupe. Good dancing! Outline the skirts and something on
the wings. Loved that the jewelry, nails, sandals were all the
same. Nice touch with the wings. Would love to see more
dance in your staging & movement. Choreogrpahy a little
predictable but together (from the judge that hated us)
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West Coast Regional - Double Crown - Santa Cruz, CA • June 20-21

I have two words to describe our competition day at the Double Crown in Santa Cruz..”Ho Hum!” I have
three words to describe the rest of the time we were there....”WHAT A BLAST!”
Zamon and I started out early Friday morning, so we could hang out at the
beach for a while. (I swear we are sisters separated at birth!) We started our day
in Santa Cruz walking along the beach
and shared a nice little breakfast together.
When Iman and Majah arrived we all met
at the Capitola Inn where we were staying
for the weekend. After we unloaded we
headed off to do a little Kayaking. Keep in
mind I REALLY, REALLY, REALLY did not
want to go Kayaking! But Iman our little
party organizer had her heart set on it. The
whole while leading up to our stay there I
told her that I would go only if the weather
was nice. Of course knowing that coastal
weather is very unpredictable, I thought
luck was on my side! Shnikies!!!! It happened to be the hottest day of the
year for that area!!!! Uuughhh!!! So off we go Kayaking. We signed all
the little paper work that declared if we drowned our families could not
sue and watched our little safety movie with instructions on how not to
harass the wildlife. Then outside we go to be fitted in these lovely outfits
that looked like a daffy duck costume! (don’t ask) Then off to the docks
we go to get help from a very cute Kayak guy. He helped us into our
boats and made sure the rudder pedals were adjusted properly. He had
a little difficulty adjusting Zamon’s as her legs are a little on the short
side. (don’t ask) Iman and Majah had their own boats, and Zamon and
I shared one. So off we go into the wild, paddling our little hearts out,
all the while Iman is BEAMING with satisfaction! I’m yelling “Iman you
sooooooo owe me!” But you know, even me the doubting Thomas have
to say it was a wonderful experience! We saw huge jellyfish right along
side our boats, seals, otters, baby seal gulls. It was very peaceful and I
recommend it highly. Now the huge Santa Cruz fire just happened to start
while we were Kayaking,
so we had to take a small
(1 hour) detour to get
back to the Inn. Minor detail!
That evening we had a wonderful dinner at a restaurant
along the beach. After dinner we took a walk around the area and
peeked into the boutique windows. Of course we saw a really cute
clothing store and all decided to come back early the next day to
shop. When we got back to the Inn and were getting ready for bed
Iman brings out these facial masks. We never laughed so hard. I
thought Majah was going to pee her pants. It was like a girls frat
house. We had rooms facing each other with the doors wide open
8
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yapping at each other back and forth, and laughing our butts off while we
took the funniest pictures of each other in these facial masks.
The next morning after a light breakfast we walked through our
routines just to refresh our memories, then headed back to the cute little
clothing boutique where a few of us bought some really nice things. After
that we headed to Santa Cruz to do an early stage check and have
a little lunch. Then back to our VERY HOT hotel room to put on our
makeup, pack our props and costumes and go back to the competition
site. We watched a little dancing and saw a few troupes perform before
we headed back to get into our costumes. I was having difficulty with the
netting we wear! (don’t ask) I have to say I was a little disappointed in
my performance and as I mentioned to Zamon, “I just didn’t feel into it.”
It was also disappointing to learn that trios were considered a troupe at
this competition. We did get some lovely compliments which is always
nice, and was told that we were “mesmerizing”.
After the competition we couldn’t wait to get out of there because
we had planned an evening of dancing, and celebrating Isadora’s
birthday. Let the fun begin!!! We started off sampling the famous DiPrima
Limencollo. (just to get the party started) Gobbled a protein bar since
we didn’t want to waste time
getting dinner. (much to Malika’s chagrin....I think she was anticipating
a nice juicy steak, and all she got was a protein bar shoved in her
hand) We headed off to a place called Moe’s Alley in Capitola where
we were going to hook up with Isadora. Now prior to this I spoke with
my cousin Jay who is an amazing classical guitarist to see if he had a
gig in the area we could go watch. He said he didn’t but would like to
meet us for a drink. Now let me have the pleasure of bragging about
my cousin Jay. He is 37, like I mentioned before an amazing classical
guitarist, extremely charming, and very handsome! I think Isadora
described him best when she said “your cousin is HOT!!!” I must say
Jay was a great sport as you can imagine five bellydancers taking
over the dance floor against one guy. Dancing on the dance floor with
the rest of the RAKS gals was soooooo much fun! It was absolutely
impossible to keep up with Iman and Zamon as they put me to shame.
(believe me I really did try to keep up with them!) Jay then invited us
over for a private concert. I was very proud of him as he played...even
if we all did have a little too much to drink! I could have watched him
play for hours. If anyone is interested in listening to Jay’s music you
can always visit his website at www.jayalvarez.com. He has a bio,
ways to listen to many of his pieces which he composed himself, and
get information on booking him for a performance. We arrived back to
the Inn quite late but I tell you I slept like a rock!
The next morning us girls headed back to the beach where we sat outside overlooking the water and had
breakfast together. Majah described this as her favorite part of the trip. Just us girls sitting together, chatting over
breakfast after a wonderful weekend together. I’m really looking forward to many more ho hum competitions!!!
~ Rafiqua
www.raksadiva.com
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Interview with a Dancer
by Rafiqua
Today I had the pleasure of interviewing Zamon. I have to say she actually looked a little
nervous for the first time. In a way Zamon and I are very similar. We are strong women but
yet insecure in ourselves in many ways. One thing for sure though Zamon is a kick in the
pants, a wonderful troupe leader, and a fantastic dancer. I feel close to her and call her
when I need good advice. I started off with written notes for my interview but just decided
to see where the conversation led us. Here is an inside look on Zamon’s thoughts.
Belly Buzz: So how do I describe Zamon? She is the I Love Lucy of belly dance! (laugh) She always seems to
find herself in some very funny situations where everyone is just cracking up. Is
that how you see yourself? Zamon: Definitely. I always have seen myself with a
comical aspect my whole entire life. I happen to be an I Love Lucy fan. So I don’t
know if from watching I Love Lucy my whole life it has become my persona. I tried
to get rid of that image but it still creeps in. BB: Well I think things just kinda
happen. I don’t think you can plan that kind of comedy just some how or the other
you get yourself in a predicament that is just hilarious and you know you just kind
of go with it. I think you’re just one of those people that these things happen to. I
think it is hilarious. (laugh) Z: Yes it is, and you’re right it just happens. I even
changed my original dance name to try and get away from being the class clown.
BB: Explain that for us. Z: My original name was Bahijah which means happy,
joyful and smiling. Everything I did would come out funny. Then I woke up one
day and decided I would like to be a more serious dancer. One of my favorite
dancers is Monica and her original dance name was Zaquia, then she change her
dance name to her real name which is Monica, and one day getting confuse on
what her name was I called her Zamon which is Zaquia and Monica put together.
Someone said “hey, that is a real cool name!”, so that is how my name Zamon
came about. BB: How long have you been dancing? Z: Seven or eight years. BB:
All with Leea? Z: Yes all with Leea. BB: Would you classify yourself as a cabaret
style dancer? Z: No I don’t want to be classified as any specific type of dancer. I
would like to do tribal, we just did Egyptian, I’m fusion, I want to keep people
guessing. BB: Well you’re known as the prop queen, you even label yourself the
prop queen. Z: Yes I call it the attention deficit disorder of belly dance. (laugh) I get
bored easily so if I’m bored the audience is bored. I’ve even been told when I did
a solo competition to not use so many props, pick one and we’d like to see you do
more. I’m just afraid to do something too long. BB: Tell me what all of the props you
have ever used are. Z: Candles, sword, cane, wings, veil, double veil, I haven’t
done double sword yet. Leea said I should do glasses. I think I should use beer
mugs. (laugh) BB: Why do you think beer mugs? Z: Because I’m a big sturdy
women. BB: It’s that German blood. Z: Yes that German blood, I need a stein.
(laugh) That is the comical aspect in me. And that’s what I would make it. I would
want people laughing with me not at me. BB: So you would dance in lederhosen
and to polka music? (laugh) Z: Don’t give me any ideas because you know I’ll use
it. BB: Do you have a favorite prop? Z: Not really. I do like veil though. It took me a
long time to learn how to dance with a silk veil. I have a friend tell me “treat your
veil like it’s your lover or the best piece of chocolate that you ever ate.” It’s not an
continued on page 11
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object it is something you love. After you dance with
it don’t just roll it up and toss it away at the end of
your performance. When you do that you loose most
of your audience. BB: I don’t see you as a veil
person. I find it interesting that you love veil, you
don’t come across as having that personality. Is it
because it was challenging? Z: Yes you have to pick
the most difficult thing, something you can’t do and
make it become a part of you. My next challenge is
standing slow, which to me is the hardest thing to
ever do. It’s just you and you alone. And not one
single prop. BB: And no comedy. Z: No, but my pants
will probably fall down. (laugh) BB: I’ve seen that,
and you handled that quite well. (laugh) Z: So that is
the biggest challenge to me because it is exposing
my soul and that is a difficult thing for me. BB: And
being serous? Z: Yes that is the other thing. BB:: To our amusement these funny things happen to you in life not
just while you are performing. (laugh) So on a different subject, I want to talk to you about pageant. How many
times have you done pageant? Z: Three times with a troupe and once as a soloist. BB: So tell me a little about
each time. Z: First one was around 2001 with the troupe Shifting Sands. The name was inspired by a statement
that a reporter made about belly dancing. My troupe leader Sitara was a second grade school teacher. She was
very ridged about certain things. She would create all of the choreography and then come teach it to us. We had
some bizarre routines. BB: Well that could be good, at least it would be different. Z: I had been dancing for only
seven months, and here I was already doing real edgy stuff. BB: How did you guys do? Z: Actually we won every
competition we entered. BB: WOW! Z: We won Wiggles, Belly Dancer of the Year, and People’s Choice. We had
some unique routines. BB: I think that is what the judges are looking for, something unique. Sometimes I think
they forget the rules a little but they definitely like routines that are unique. Z: Yes, and changing line formations.
I have a line phobia, I insist on line formation changes. BB: Tell me about the next pageant you did. Z: That would
be the solo, and the only reason why I did it was because I was told it was going to be the last Belly Dancer of
the Year pageant. BB: HA, HA! (Laugh) Just
kidding! (laugh) What were you up, against? Z:
Oh!! I was up against professionals, I had only
been dancing for about 3 years. I was not ready to
do the competition, plus I don’t usually choreograph.
Leea will kill me for saying this, but I don’t practice.
BB: Shhhhhhhh, don’t tell but I don’t either. Z: I
BB
practice in my mind, I listen to music and I visualize.
I don’t even practice for troupe. BB: I think people
work differently. Z: Luckily I sleep alone, because I
put the music on at night and set the music to
repeat, so I listen to music while I’m sleeping and
I’ll be kicking and moving in my sleep BB: So how
did you do at that pageant? Z: It was a disaster! My
cane wobbled on my head and I said “oh shit!” BB:
You actually said the words oh shit? Z: No I
mouthed it, but you can see it on the video, and the
continued on page 12
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judges marked it on their sheets. I’m known as the oh shit girl. One
judge mentioned to me that I need to learn to say oh shit in another
language so no one will know and it wont look so bad. (laugh) BB: Oh
no, oh my gosh!!! Only Zamon, only Zamon!! (laugh) What was the next
pageant? Z: RAKS A’DIVA BB: Was it the infamous red dress one?
(laugh) Z: Yes. BB: How did you feel about the troupes performance? Z:
The performance was great. The costume is going down in history as
one of those I told you so’s. BB: You fought that one didn’t you? Either
the concept or material, it wasn’t something you wanted but you were
out voted is that right? Z: It was originally suppose to be like a choli red
velvet so it would be form fitting. We got very far away from the original
concept. But our performance was great. I feel the judges didn’t quite
get it though. We should have carried the Latin theme through out the
entire performance. The music did not flow from song to song. The
costume went with one song which is the fan routine. BB: The fan
routine is stunning. Z: Yes I was please with our performance. BB: What
about the last competition? Z: It was a whole different concept. This
performance was at a whole different level. The costuming was
outstanding, the caliber of the routines, the difficulty of the routines, they
were Egyptian which I do not usually do. It’s difficult for me personally.
BB: This go around, RAKS A’DIVA took second runner-up. Z: That was impressive. That was good. I do not go
into competitions with the expectations of winning. I was pleased with the outcome. BB: You got some nice
compliments from the judges and other competitors. Z: It was quite funny actually, the winners were scared. That
was quite a compliment. And you have to remember we had two new members, who had only been with us for
seven months. That is what I was impressed with. We had new members and we placed as well as we did. BB:
What were some of the comments on the score sheets? Z: The most interesting thing to me that came up was
the word mesmerizing, which I think is a fantastic word. You do not hear that word come up too often, and that
word was brought up again at Santa Cruz. That tells me we are achieving our goal, we are entertaining an
audience, not just merely winning an award. They loved our jewelry which Majah did a great job finding for us.
BB: That jewelry looked like it was made JUST for that costume. Z: It was perfect, plus our makeup and nail
polish. Let’s see what else did they mark, the precision of the wings and our formations. BB: All in all really
positives comments. Z: Yes though we did have a judge that was falling asleep and didn’t pay attention, so this
judge mark the scores the same all the way down the sheet. It’s almost like this judge really didn’t want to be
there, which they probably shouldn’t because it’s not fair to the competitors. BB: Since pageant you performed
at a senior prom. What do you think about that? Z: (laugh) That was an interesting performance. We did a senior
prom for 350 seniors. BB: What did you anticipate? Z: Either they were going to love us or hate us. When Iman
and I got there for a sound check in regular clothing but with our full blown hooker makeup, we got accosted by
elderly parents who were wondering what corner we came from. We checked out the stage which was 8 x 10
feet, which we were performing our wings on. They had DJ equipment and palm trees on the stage and I thought
oh my gosh, I’m going to fall off the stage! Later when we were ready to perform the DJ announced us and the
kids actually rushed the stage. Majah said “I feel like a rock star!” They were all really getting into it, and having
a good time. Then it was time to get them on the stage to dance with us, and I thought they are not going to want
to dance with us. And of course Iman who has everything so planned. Like we are first going to do this move,
then we are going to do this next move. (laugh) BB: (laugh) Poor Iman, you can tell she was uncomfortable.
(laugh) Z: The kids were actually jumping on stage to dance with us. BB: They were actually not even taking the
stairs, but climbing up the very front of the stage. It was crazy! (laugh) So there were some young boys actually
12
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teasing you. Z: (laugh) Yes, there were some boys in the front row that had some
Mardi gras necklaces, and they threw one up and it landed on my chest, and it
didn’t go anywhere. I started shaking my chest a little, and it still didn’t go
anywhere. The boys with eyes bulging out had this look on their face like “Holy
Cow!” They started to throw candy coins and I gave them a look like don’t you
dare! So the five boys jumped on stage and took a picture with me. (laugh) It was
kind of an engaging evening. After that we went into the parlor to do solo
performances and teach some belly dance lessons. The kids had a great time.
BB: So that was a successful evening. Z: Yes it was a great time. BB: So the next
BB
adventure was Santa Cruz! (laugh) Z: (laugh) Yes. BB: Now you have to put
Santa Cruz into two categories! 1) The competition. 2) The PARTYING after. You
can’t even combine it, it really was two things entirely. What did you have more
fun doing? Z: (laugh) I think the competition got in the way! (laugh) We were
down there having fun hanging out together. First we drag Rafiqua Kayaking! All
the while she’s saying “I don’t want to go kayaking, I want to sit on the beach!”
But we dragged her kayaking and we saw these really cool jellyfish, I was even
amazed at that. BB: Our little party planner Iman got us into this kayaking thing. Z: Yes. (laugh) So we saw baby
seagulls, seals, and otters. BB: So how about the personnel? Were they friendly? (laugh) You know the ones that
were helping us, you know helping us get into the kayaks? (laugh) Were they helpful? (laugh) Z: (laugh) yes, and
they told us how to get back to our hotel since the freeway was shut down because of the huge fire that started
while we were kayaking. We had to take a one hour detour to get back to our rooms which had broken air
conditioners! It was only the hottest day in Santa Cruz ever! We went to a nice dinner and we walked around.
BB: Then of course the competition. What was the most disappointing thing about the competition? Z: That they
had trios considered as a troupe. They only had two duos compete against each other. Two of the trios placed in
the troupe competition. I don’t consider a trio a troupe. Plus they had only four judges which were vendors. BB:
Oh, hello!!! Z: It was an interesting thing, we didn’t even know who the judges were. BB: So you went out that
night. Z: Yes, we went out dancing and had a good time. We met Rafiqua’s cousin Jay. BB: Yes, my cutie,
patootie cousin Jay Alvarez. He actually was a good sport Z: Yes the poor guy had to hang out with a whole
bunch of us. We actually listened to him play guitar which was absolutely beautiful. Rafiqua was pissed off
because we were ready to crash and she was still raring to go. BB: I know and I’m usually the one falling asleep
first, I don’t know what happened! (laugh) Oh, I know what I wanted to say!!!! When we were dancing you and I
were having this little back and forth dance competition, and you kicked my butt on the dance floor. I could not
keep up with you, and I tried! You are amazing! Z: (laugh) BB: Going back to the competition for a second, the
troupe that won, they were fuller figured. I was pleased to see that. I found that very refreshing. You and I have
had some frank discussions about size. That this dance is not suppose to be about size but it is suppose to be
about movement and about the dance. Even though that has been said to us, but it’s not necessarily so. Z: Well
the dance that they were doing is earthy, more folkloric which traditionally has a more voluptuous woman
dancing. They were fully covered, but they were doing a lot of rolls, locks, undulations and apparently they were
right on. BB: You and I, in our measurements are very similar in size, even our costumer Sandra says so. Do you
want to touch on this whole size issue? What do you feel about it? Z: I still feel that your size has nothing to do
with the quality of your dancing. Society is what makes you feel you are not capable. It’s difficult. It depends on
the clientele of a particular restaurant. If it is a restaurant with American clientele they are going to want the
smaller framed woman to look at. If it is a more Middle Eastern restaurant they are going to want a more womanly
shaped body. Honestly I think you have to work too hard if you’re too thin. There is nothing to move. BB: Yes, it’s
suppose to be about movement. Z: Yes. But you have to be comfortable with your body. You have to be however
you want to be for yourself, not because someone is telling you to be a certain way. BB: What about the industry,
continued on page 14
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do you think there has been a little bit of pressure or trend about dancers being a certain size? Z: Well you have
to remember let’s say for a restaurant, it IS still a business, and you are the person working for them, and all they
are thinking about is their clientele who they are serving. BB: So basically, have a thick skin? Z: So if weight is
an issue to them, it is something you are going to have to be strong enough about. Either decide if this job is
important to you, or either work on your weight, or say take me the way that I am or leave it. BB: So your advice
is basically decide for yourself? Z: Yes. There are all kinds of places in the city that like larger women. I know you
can dance, you just have to decide what restaurant you want to dance for. BB: What is next for RAKS A’DIVA?
Z: We have members that had taken a break come back (Isadora and Le’ Ana), and we have a member taking a
break (Shirin), and we have a new member (Fatinah) which starts next week. BB: Hopefully we will not scare her
off! (laugh) Z: Yes (laugh), and we will be picking new music, and working on a new routine for the next pageant
which we will be way different than the last one. BB: Do you see yourself leading the troupe for a long time? Z:
Yes until you guys make it too hard for me! BB: (laugh) Yes, it will be “Rafiqua I can’t stand you anymore, you’re
driving me crazy!” (laugh) Z: (laugh) No I mean the movements! (laugh) BB: So you and the girls came to my
house for a little dinner that my husband AL-ibaba prepared for us, do you want to say anything about that? Z:
Oh yes, Rafiqua’s husband Al prepared I think a five course dinner for us and a few boxes of Sangria. BB: I think
you and I drank most of it between the two of us! (laugh) Z: He cooked the most fantastic dinner I think I’ve ever
eaten, even better than most restaurants I’ve been to. Each course he brought out to us, we would oooo and
ahhh, and he had this cute little smirk on his face like he was so proud of himself, and then he would just
disappear! He wouldn’t sit with us. (laugh) We had Elk Bavarian style sausages, then we had this tomato tower
with a scallop wrapped in bacon that was so tender. I don’t usually eat scallops but it had bacon and I’m a bacon
connoisseur! We then had a grilled caesar salad which was to die for. Then we had a light pasta salad, then this
tri-tip smoked in pecan wood that was, oh my gosh it was so tender! Then Al brings out this desert, and I was
going to say “you didn’t make that did you?” but he said “no I didn’t make this.” I thought thank god, because I
was going to have to kill Rafiqua! BB: I know that’s what I thought, oh there I go, Zamon is going to have me
bumped off and take my man! Z: It was this cute little chocolate cup with this nice filling and cute little chocolate
straws, and another chocolate cup with a filling and a fresh berry on top. It was an excellent dinner! Then after
we had some homemade limencello which was so smooth. I went out
to Bevmo and bought some, and it’s just not the same. BB: I’m
surprised how much of the limencello Al has actually let us girls have!
We are now down to the last bottle. Z: Oh my gosh it is so good we’ll
have to have a limoncello making party. BB: It was fun having you
guys over! After dinner we watched old pageant tapes. I was falling
asleep! (laugh) Z: I was too. (laugh) It was really weird how boring it
was. The dancing was boring, the costuming was boring, it was
strange. BB: Yes I thought, wow dancing has come a long way! I had
to get up and start washing dishes because I couldn’t stay awake.
(laugh) But then we only watched one tape. Z: We couldn’t have
made it through another one! (laugh) Iman said she watched one, and
someone who shall not be named, who loves to play singles through
everything...., BB: (LAUGH) Oh who could that be? Z: She was in a
different troupe. This tape was from the eighties. The last routine they
did, is a routine they still do to this day! BB: Oh my gosh, that is
funny!!! (laugh) Z: Yes, that is what I thought! (laugh) BB: So RAKS
A’DIVA has a very important thing coming up. We cancelled a
competition because they changed the date, but what are we doing?
Z: Oh yes! We are going on a Cruise in September! We are hoping the
Z
14
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rest of the summer goes fast because we just want to go on the cruise. We are going on a four day cruise that is
going to Catalina and Ensenada, but we don’t care because it’s four days on water! BB: Yeah, and a pool and
alcohol! (laugh) Z: (laugh) Yes and the alcohol! BB: You and me are so much alike, we just want to lay around
the pool, say give me a drink with a little umbrella sticking out of it, and maybe do a little shopping. I have a feeling
we aren’t going to be able to do that though! (laugh) Z: Yeah, Iman is like “we are going to go sea kayaking!” All
I want to know is if I turn upside down will I have oxygen! I’ll be upside down and saying hello to a shark! But yes
we are going to go on a cruise, enjoy each others company, and dance till dawn. BB: And hopefully stay out of
trouble! (laugh) Z: That will be the last thing we’ll be thinking of! Something wild and crazy will happen to me
which wont be unusual! BB: I’ll tell you what, I’ll keep you out of trouble and you can keep me out of trouble. Z:
OK, there we go, we’ll be screwed! BB: (laugh) OK, maybe we should have Iman keep us out of trouble! Z: No
we gotta keep her out of trouble because she is a dancing fool! BB: She’s so funny! And she has new party
shoes! Z: Oh, that’s right she has new party shoes, we’ll have to give her old shoes a burial at sea. (laugh) BB:
OH, I DON’T KNOW, I THINK SHE WOULD BE VERY UPSET! (laugh) Z: But Ha-Bob would be happy! BB:
What do you envision Zamon’s future as a dancer is? Z: I enjoy helping Leea with teaching classes. I like to give
the students a different point of view of the dance. BB: I’ve watched you teach as “wallpaper”. You’re interesting
to watch and learn from. You put amusement into it, your personal experiences into it and you explain things in
a different way. I enjoyed it. I always enjoy your company, your a blast! Z: Thank you. BB: Are you interested in
promoting yourself more as a soloist. Z: No not yet, I don’t feel I am at that level. I don’t have enough confidence
in myself. Maybe when I get passed my own insecurities. BB: You’re an excellent dancer, that is my personal
observation. Z: It’s how I feel personally. Sometimes you need reassurance from certain people, and you don’t
get it, and until you do your brain is telling you something different. BB: It’s amazing how much influence some
people have. Z: Yes it is like trying to always please your Mother, and until it happens you can’t move forward.
BB: I have been elated and I have been crushed by words of certain people that are important to me. It always
surprises me, actually shocks me how much so. You and I are very much alike. We are very confident women,
but at the same time we can be insecure. Z: Certain times in the dance I’m introverted and sometimes I’m
extraverted. BB: There is a lot of emotion wrapped up in this dance. Z: This whole dance is emotional. This dance
is a dance for women. I feel women come to this dance because they need something. When you talk to women
there is something going on in their lives where they need support or something is missing, Obviously I need a
lot of help because I’m still in it. (laugh) BB: No, I think once you’re in it, you don’t want to leave. Z: For me I don’t
have any children, so I am the nurturing type. So in this dance I take a lot of dancers under my wing. BB: And a
lot of us come to you for advice or for you to just listen. Z: I help other people because I’ve gone through what
they have gone through. Or I just listen. I like to listen and not talk much. BB:
(laugh) Is there another person here!!! (laugh) Z: (laugh) So I’m here in this
dance and this studio for a reason. BB: Speaking of advise, what advice do you
have for the rest of us dancers? Because we look up to you. Z: Do this dance
because you love it, and because you want to. It’s good to have goals but don’t
dance because you want to be a professional, that is an extra treat. You’ll never
know everything about anything, and that applies to this dance. If you are not
nervous every time you go out to dance you should stop dancing. When you’re
scared or nervous it makes you dance well. If you’re scared to dance to live
music, that’s ok, it makes you dance better. BB: What about advice as a woman.
Z: When you start dancing you have to have a dance name. It allows you to
become a different person so you can leave all your stresses behind which
allows you to relax and deal with the problems later. Then you grow and become
more confident in yourself. That is what this dance does to you. BB: So not only
are you learning a new dance, but learning about yourself. Z: Yes, that is right.
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Raks A’Diva Website
by Iman
Raks A’Diva Web Analytics Report.
We had lots of new visitors to our site --over 115 new visitors came to our site for the first time. Fifty
percent (50%) of people visiting the Raks site have never been there before. Thirty-four (34% ) of people know
the raks URL, but most are finding us organically through google & Yahoo searches. We also got 14 referral
visits from Sondra’s SJE Creations link.
We’ve been visited by people in over 15 states, and seem to be very popular in Georgia –with over 40
visitors. We’re also getting viewed world wide, with visits from the e=Egypt, UK, Brazil, Spain, Kenya, Australia,
Canada, Morocco and Belarus. The international visitors spend over 4 minutes on our site, and went to most of
the main pages to check us out. The pages people go to in rank order are: home page, dancers, events, photos
and links.
Hi Raks!
I know who is this one hit from Belarus.
It’s my sister! She is also a belly
dancer. Recently they organized a troupe
and started competing. They have pretty
good results. They were placed second in
Belarus Competition in April. In May they
traveled to Moscow and were placed fifth in
International Dance Olympiad where there
were dancers from all of Europe. I think
it’s pretty cool! I attached the photo.
Fun quiz for you. Can anyone guess who is
my sister? ;)))
Alena

Isadora’s Back!
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Welcome to our Newest
Member Fatinah!

Welcome back Isadora!

Welcome

Everyone at RAKS are
so happy that you have
decided to return to the
troupe full time. We love
to see that incredible
energy, and happiness
every time you dance!
Looking forward to more
dancing and good times
with you.

We are very happy to
introduce our newest
troupe member Fatinah.
We are glad to have
her as part of the RAKS
A’DIVA family. We hope to
enjoy many performances
and fun times with her!
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Upcoming Performances
AUGUST 2008
August 10, - Student Night
El Morroco

OCT 2008
October 4-5, - Redwood Coast Festival
NOVEMBER 2008
November, - Carnival of Stars 2008

August 31, - Performance
El Morroco

2008 COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Competition

Date

Soloist
entry fee

Grand Dancer
entry fee

Troupe
entry fee

Duo/Trio
entry fee

East Coast Classic - Virginia Beach, VA

May 17-18

$50

N/A

$50

N/A

Gorgeous Belly’s - The Dallas, OR

3rd week in May

$50

N/A

$40

$30

Belly Dancer of the Year - San Ramon, CA
www.bellydc.com

May 24-25

Belly Dancer USA - OR
www.bellydancerusa.com

June 14-15

$40

$30

$35 first member, $10 each
additional

$40 Duet
(no Trio)

West Coast Regional Double Crown - Santa Cruz, CA
www.bellydanceodyssey.com

June 20-21

$60

N/A

$125 (3 or more)

N/A

Personal Best Competition

July

$30

$30

$15

N/A

Fall 08

$60

N/A

$125

N/A

December

$60

N/A

$150

N/A

Queen of the Bay -San Francisco, CA
www.queenofthebay.com
2008 Double Crown - OR
www.zainahart.com
Arabesque Dancing Competition
San Diego, CA

July

www.arabesquebellydancingcompetition.com

RAKS TO DO LIST

SURVIVAL TIPS

• Call if you’re going to miss practice.
• Steps will be broken down at troupe
rehearsal. If you have trouble with a
specific move ask Leea to go over in
class with you.
• If you miss a practice, contact another troupe member to go over what
you missed.
• Commit to ALL rehearsals in April
& May, or you may not be able to
perform.

• Share your ideas & listen to others.
• Be flexible
• Bring Sunscreen for Outside
Performances

PRACTICE SCHEDULE
• Practice is every Wednesday
• Saturdays based on competition
schedule
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

BOOKING INFO
Would you like to book RAKS A’ DIVA
for your next event?
tel: 925.937.7852 or
email: bellydc@sbcglobal.net
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